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Enviro-Caustic™ Drain Opener Product # 253

Safer-Caustic Drain Opener Technology
Enviro-Caustic™ Drain Opener is a true breakthrough in drain opener technology. This fast-acting product offers the
performance of traditional caustic drain openers, but is biodegradable, odorless, and nonflammable. Its high density,
thickened formula is heavier than water, so it sinks and clings to the blockage and begins working quickly. Highly effective
against obstructions caused by fats, oils, lint and hair.

Features and Benefits
 Thickened formula sinks and clings to the point of obstruction
 Improved formula is highly effective against fats, oils, lint and hair
 Odorless, biodegradable, nonflammable

Directions Complete directions on product label
For Sewer Mains: Pour 2-4 gallons into manhole or drain upstream and as close to the obstruction as possible. For best results, use
regularly to keep sewer main open and free flowing.
For Laterals: Pour 1 gallon into drain upstream and as close to the obstruction as possible.
For Drains: Pour 1/2-1 quart slowly into the drain. Allow to work for 30 minutes. For difficult obstructions, a second application may be
necessary. Where there is a history of obstructions, the regular use of this product at weekly intervals (or more often if required) will keep
the line open and free flowing.

Safety
Danger. Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.

NFPA® RATINGS
Flammability

Health Reactivity
Quantities
30, 35 & 55 gallon
5 or 6 gallon
6x1 gallon
4x1 gallon
12 quarts / case

Properties
Appearance: Milky liquid
Fragrance: Mild odor
Ready-to-Use: Yes
Specific Gravity: 1.12
pH: > 12.0
Solubility in Water: Soluble

Ingredients CAS Number
Water: 7732-18-5
Trade Secret: Proprietary
Xanthan Gum: 11138-66-2
Alcohol Ethoxylate: 68439-46-3
Modified Magnesium Silicate: 53320-86-8

DOT Shipping (Ground Transportation)
Proper Shipping Name: Corrosive liquids, N.O.S. (Calcium Hydroxide)
Class: 8
ID Number: UN1760
Packing Group: II 2
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